Abstraction

1 Protection in Programming Languages

@article{m:protection
   author = {Morris, J. H.},
   title = {Protection in Programming Languages},
   journal = {Communications of the ACM},
   volume = {16},
   number = {1},
   pages = {15--21},
   year = {1973}
}

2 Programming with Abstract Data Types

@inproceedings{lz:adts
   author = {Liskov, B. and Zilles, S.},
   title = {Programming with Abstract Data Types},
   booktitle = {Symposium on Very High Level Languages},
   pages = {50--59},
   year = {1974}
}

3 Towards a Theory of Type Structure

@inproceedings{t:type-struct
   author = {Reynolds, J. C.},
   title = {Towards a Theory of Type Structure},
   booktitle = {Programming Symposium, Proceedings Colloque sur la Pro-
   grammation},
   pages = {408--423},
   year = {1974}
}